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ABSTRACT

A study of Somali women in the secular work setting

Maria R. Morland

DATE
Thesis

Leadership Application Proj ect

H

Non-thesis (MI. 597) Project

This research study gives an overview of Somali culture and religion, and immigration to
Minnesota. The study is based on quantitative research and qualitative data from
intervieu's with five Somali Muslim women (aged 20-39) in the secular work setting. The
study was conducted to learn about the experienoe of Somali wornen in the workplace
relative to their religious practices. The women expressed some alienation but not
discrirnination in the workplace. This study provides valuable information for leaders and
employers who employ Somalis. If the leadership of an organization has knowledge of
the typical conflicts that might occur with Somalis in the workplace, the conflicts might
be avoided. If an organization has basic knowledge about the Somali religion (Islam),
religious based discrimination lawsuits can be prevented. The thesis will be a resource in
understanding the Somali culture and will help assist employers in advocating a diverse
work staff.
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Introduction

Minnesota has the largest population of Somalis outside Somalia (CSCM, 2004),
the actual numbers depend on the source. The Confederation of Somali Community in
Minnesota (CSCM) estimates that there are 75,000 Somalis in the United States and at
least 35,000 in Minnesota. The Minnesota Medical Association estimates that there were

between 20,000 and 40,000 in Miruresota in 2000.

Somali families came here for several reasons. Adverse weather conditions and
lack of stable govefirment combine to make Somalia one of the world's poorest countries

(CSCM, 2004). Since the overthrow of Dictator Mohamed Siyaad Barre in 1991, and the

civil

rryar

that followed, it has had no country-wide govefirment. Currently, there are tribal

wars going on and the political situation is still very unstable. The civil war forced more

than 1.5 million Somalis to flee their homes. Many moved other places within Somalia,
others sought refuge in such neighboring states as Kenya and Ethiopia, and many Somalis
also found their way to Europe and North America,

Why Minnesota? Two main reasons are because they have relatives there and
Minnesota has good social services. Low unemploltnent is also a factor. In this study we

will investigate the experiences Somali women

have had in the workplace.

represent a culture quite foreign to their employers. We

will

Th"y

be interested to learn what

problems they have had, and what successes.

Somalis are Muslim and in Islam there is traditionally no division between church
and state. Somalis, therefore, find

it difficult to separate religion and work. Their
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employers, however, assume quite a distinction between religion and work. They are by

law (Title VII of the Civil Riehts acts of 1964) required to give reasonable religious
accommodation where appropriate. But what does "appropriate" mean where Muslim

women are concerned?
Conflicts at work have happened and will likely continue to happen where
Muslims are involved. In this study we want to shed light on these conflicts and suggest
what might be done to alleviate them. The paper begins with some general remarks on

Scmali culture and religion, then remind ourselves of some things about American
culture to see what is to be expected in the workplace. The data from interviews with five
Somali wornen will be reported. They each worked in different environments.
I,eadership's connection to cultural competency

will

also be discussed. Fina115

conclusions will be drawn that may be of help to leaders who are involved at work with
Somali women-
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Research Proposal - Literature R.eview

This literature review includes a description and critical analysis of seven
empirical research studies. These have been published from L997 to 2004. Although the
situation for religious workplace discrimination changed profoundly after September I lth,
2001, it is useful to look at literature written at an earlier time to compare the two. So this
literature review is divided into two areas. The f,rst part reviews workplace

discrimination in general prior to September 1lth. The second part analyzes research on
Muslim workplace discrimination after September l lth.

Literature review prior to 9/1

I, 2001

Here we have three studies. The first is entitled, "Mediating discrimination:

Resisting oppression among African-American Muslim women" (Byng, 1998)- Byng
uses qualitative data frorn 20 interviews of African-American

Muslim women. They were

22-49 years old and resided in a large northeastern city. The interviews lasted
approximately two hours and were tape recorded. All the interviews were done in their
homes, except one which took place in the subject's daughter's home. In the interview,
the interviewees were asked

if they thought African Americans generally

experienced

discrimination in this country (p. 475). They were also asked if they had experienced
discrimination, and if so, why. Was it because they u/ere African American or because
they were Muslim? If the answer to either of these questions was yes, they were asked to

tell about it. The researcher concludes that these women were to

a certain

point aware

of

discrimination ffid, that they resisted the discrimination through defining who they were,
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rather than letting others def,rne them. The women were well aware that they were prone

to discrimination of all three kinds, because they were women, because they were taken
to be African American, and because they were seen as Muslim.

It is important to be aware of one's own cultural and ethnic identityto minimize
one's bias as a researcher. The interviewer's role and bias is not discussed in the research
report. There is no information on the identity of the interviewer, except her name. So the
ethnic background of the researcher is unknown. Was she an African American Muslim
as

well? Was she African American and non-Muslim? Or was she white and non-

Muslim? The researcher does not mention how she found or sampled the Muslim women.
Nor does she give any criteria upon the selection of the interviewees. In contrast with this
earlier study, ours will provide real situations of possible discrimination and how it is
handled and we

will supply all these factors. The researcher fails to define if these 20

interviewees were born in the United States or if they are immigrants/refugees from other
countries (e.9. in Africa). The lack of description of her ethnic backgrowd, the setting

of

the context, is a flaw in the study.

The second study completed in t997 , entitled "Cultural Discrimination: The
reasonable Accommodation of Religion in the Workplace" (Cromwell). Here Cromwell
attempts to view the current status of workplace discrimination for all minority faiths. He

finds that the workplace he studied very much discriminated against minorities from
other religions and concludes that this discrimination

will not change unless employers

demand explicitly that they be accommodated.

Cromwell's study does not mention Muslim workplace discrimination, but it is
helpful as a general resource on religious accofilmodation. A flaw in the study was that it

Somali Women
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was hased on a profile of religious identification (data of how many people belong to

different religions in the United States) from 1990 (Cromwell, 1997,p.167). The numbers
of religious groupings have changed considerably from 1990 until 1997.
The third study done before 9/1,1is "Religion in the Workplace Survet'', from the
Tanenbaum Center (Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) 2001).

A survey

was faxed to 2,382 randomly selected SHRM members, all of them Human Resources
(IIR.) professionals, and the response rate was 237o (552 re,plies). It concludes that some

religious needs must be accommodated, and that it is not proved that any problems have
resulted from accorrmodation. SHRM concludes that religion in the workplace need not
be a source of significant problems

if they're handled right. However,

the report goes on

to say that as minorities are empowered, they may be more willing to voice their
concerns,

ffid those may not yet be evident.

That only 23% responded to the survey is something of a generalization problem.

This is a very low response. Also, to only address the HR professional is a flaw. HR
professionals grve valuable insights from their organizations, but do not represent the
whole picture, which would have to include the various places where the HR people

work. The survey though, does provide excellent examples of how to collect valid data
about religion in the workplace.

Somali Women 6

Literature review after 9/l I, 2001
Here we have four more studies. The first of these is by Fair Employment
Practices Guidelines, entitled, "Tolerance and the Law: Promoting Diversity in the

workplace" (2002). It discusses the laws on workplace discrimination against Muslims
andArab-Americans in the United States afterthe September 1lth terrorist attacks. It
concludes that employers and labor unions are crucial in preventing workplace

discrimination. The article also briefly mentions Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
This is a part of the Civil Rights Acts that mandates religious freedom and some religious
accourmodation in the secular work setting. The study promotes diversity in the
workplace by suggesting a multicultural and multi-religious work staff.

This study values the importance of a diverse organization because this will
enhance diverse customers. It talks about diversity training, but lacks specific examples

of problems that might occur. It says nothing about addressing the importance of
educating employers and how to effectively inform the employees of their rights in their

first language.
Our second post

gllt

study is by W. Smith, C. Nyland, A. Haider, and G. Boum4

entitled, '"The Work, religious diversity and Islam" (2003). It focuses on crucial Hurnan
Resource (HR) issues in connection with Islam in the workplace. It provides a general

understanding of Islam (the five pillars, etc.) and points out why the HR issues might
arise with Muslims.

This study is very informative, especially from the HR perspective, but being
based in Australiq it had limited application to Somalis in Minnesota. The study
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concludes that the organizations r,nust view cross-cultural literacy training and anti-

discrimination measures as a source of growth in the organization.
Our third post 9/1

I

study examines Title VII workplace discrimination in the

aftermath of the September l1 terrorist attacks ("Workplace discrimination against

Muslims, Arabs, and others since September 11th, 2001"). It is by R.D. Lee (2003). Lee's
research looks at the 63 federal court cases where discrimination against Muslims was
alleged.

He shows that discrimination against Muslims has increased following September
l1'n, though he may underestimate the size of this increase; according to the Council on

American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) there has been a70Yo increase of discrimination
against Muslims in 2002. An obvious flaw in this study is stated in the report itself.

Namely, it would take a long time for post
the report

glll

grievances to reach the courts.

It

says

in

that'Many of the cases discussed here originated before September 11th 2001"

(Lee, 2003,

p.27$.It

should be possible to find out when these federal court cases

occurred, thus I find the title (above) and the nature of the research to be misleading. The
reason we left this study in the post
the prior

glll grouping,

glll

grouping, although it might in reality belong in

is that it is published as a study of post gllL workplace

discrimination.
Our last post

9lll

study is by R. Freelffid, entitled, "The Treatment of Muslims in

American Courts" (2001)- This examines how American Muslims' lives are affected by
employment discrimination. It gives an overview of the history of Islam in North
America dating back to 1539. It concludes that Muslims frequently have their civil
liberties violated. Unlawful arrests of Muslim looking men are the most cofirmon
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violations of civil liberties. Unauthorized raids in Muslim homes, based on secret tips,
are other violations.

Freeland describes the employer's Title VII responsibility as this applies to

religious accofirmodation. It gives some interesting examples of court cases, but without
drawing conclusions. There are no guidelines to improve the current situation.

This Study

This literature review shows that there has been little empirical research on
Somalis and workplace discrimination. Much of the previous research is valuable, and we

will utilize much of this to supplement our study.

Studies have also shown a significant

increase in discrimination towards Muslims after September 1lth, 2001. Also, they show

that there is an increase in discrimination against Muslims. Somalis have come to
Minnesota to stay, and thus it is crucial to understand their way of life. Both employers
and the employees should benefit from what we do here.

Somali Women 9
Methodology
The Subjects

In this study, five Somali women were interviewed in five workplaces in the Twin
Cities. They were located through acquaintances of the author in the Somali community.
One Somali woman in particular was our main contact person.

The selection of subjects was based on their educational and social background.
The five had to be from Somalia and active Muslims (based on the definition: praying

daily and celebrating one or more of the Muslim holidays), The goal was to find out how
the women experience working in the secular work setting, and also to find the typical,

if

fltry, exarrrples of workplace discrimination. The interviewee had the option of being
interviewed at work, at her home, or at another place she was more comfortable.

A large number of immigrants/refugees from Somalia

are potentially victims

of

emotional and/orphysical abuse due to the civil warthat started in 1991. The reason for
conducting the interviews under comfortable circumstances and in the form of a
conversation is to minimize the risk of bringing back memories from interrogation in
Somalia. Although there was not ahighchance that anyof the interviewees were victims

of ernotional or physical abuse, it was necessary to take these sensitivity precautions

(cvT,2001).

Somali Women 10

The study

Before the interview, the participants were asked to sign a written consent (see

Appendix II.). This allowed the use of interviewees'data and secured their anonymity. In
the signed consent, the interviewee had the option to receive the results of the research.
The interviewees' names were only recorded in the signed consents, and there, only in the
signature (not printed).
The interviewees answered seven main research questions concerning: status,
health care, religion in the workplace, clothing, holidays, prayer, and punctuality. The

interviews were approximately l-2 hours long and were held on a one-on-one basis. The
inten iews were open ended and in the form of a conversation. The questions changed
fbrm throughout the interviews.
This is not a random sample. The interviewees were chosen based on their
religious and cultural backgrounds. The research was not an attempt to be representative;

it was conducted to show the trends in how female Somali employees are treated. Since
the research was limited to five workplaces and a small number of employees, the
research is not able to give a representative picture of how Somali women experience the
secular workplace. However, by interviewing women with different backgrounds we

still be able to give

a picture

will

of how most Somali women experience the workplace-

The analysis of the data is based on the in depth interviews, and maps the trends

in the treatment of Somali employees. There is a main focus on the treatment that all five
interviewees have experienced, despite their diverse educational and social background.

This is

a

phenomenological study, which means we are not seeking certain results.

We are gathering information about Somali women's experiences in the secular work
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setting. By studying Somali women, we will provide valuable information for employers
and other leaders in the workplace. This

will help them understand the Somali

people

they work with.

The tnterviewer

Every person carries a cultural identity. In early anthropological research it was

for the researcher an ideal to rid oneself of one's own culture and religion to be able to

fully understand the culture one studied. In modern anthropology, and in other research
methods, the nofin is to be as objective and unbiased as possible. However,
an ideal to be culturally neutral. Instead,

it is no longer

it is crucial to be aware of one's cultural and

religious idurtity to be aware and minimize one's bias. I am

a

woman from Norway, I am

white and I am a non-Muslim. During my undergraduate studies, I spent a semester in
East Africa (in Ethiopia and Kenya). I do not speak any East African languages so the

communication with the interview objects were in English, my second language and
some of the interviewees' third language. These factors played a role when I decided to

study Somali women rather than men, or both men and women. Interaction is often

limited between men and women in the Somali (Muslim) culture. Consequently, it would
be more
a

diffisult for me to communicate closely with Somali men than with women. It is

limit of my study that I only interviewed women. Future studies could continue this

research by conducting a similar study on Somali men in the secular work setting.

Augsburg College Library
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A comparison of Somali and American culture

A typical worlElace conflict
The following is a story about a Somali wornan in the American secular work
setting. A woman was interviewed over the phone for

did

a

a

job and her potential employer

background check on her. She was qualified for the job and was hired over the

phone. When the woman showed up for work the first duy, the employer realized she was
wearing a Burka (a Muslim dress that covers the body from head to toe). This was not a
problem concerning her physical ability to perform the job because it was an office job
(not a factory job). However, there was a dress code at the workplace and the employer
did not understand why the woman had to wear her Burka at work. The dress code stated:
no hats at work and wear formal clothing. For the Somali woman, it was unthinkable to
take her Burka

off at work. For the employer, it was unthinkable that people should

dress

in a certain way and explain it as religious observance rather than style.
Let's now look at the twc cultures that are confronted in the story: the Somali
culture and the American culture. This wfly, we will be able to understand the two

worldviews and how they differ.

Somali Women 13

Somali Culture
History and clan system
The Somali culture is more homogeneous than most African culfures. However,
the Somali society consists of a complex clan system. In this section we

will look at the

history of Somalia, before we briefly look at the clan system.
Somalis claim descent from Arabs, who settled on the coast around 1,000 years
ago. Somalia converted to Islam in the 1lth and 12th centuries. The Suez Canal, opened
1860, stimulated European expansion into East Africa.

in

At one time, Somalis were under

the rule of four foreign powers: the Italians (in southern Somalia), the British (in north

central Somalia), the French (in the northwest), and the Ethiopians. The ltalians and the

British had the most influential colonization. On July 1", 1960, Somalia gained its
independence. The following nine years were peaceful and Somalis had a high level

of

political participation. During this time the democracy was assured through mary
political parties representing the different clans.

During the 1960's, Somalia created close ties to the Soviet Union and China. The
two countries provided military aid and development assistance. In the late 60's Sornalis
started becoming unsatisfied with the current president. The president was assassinated
and Major General Mohammed Siyaad Barre took over. The government started turning

into a revolutionary regime, its ties to the Soviet grew stronger, and the regime adopted
socialism. Then the Soviets took the Ethiopian side in a border conflict befween Somalia
and Ethiopia. The United States took over and started providing military assistance to

Somalia, gaining access to Somali ports and airfields.

Somali Women 14

Most of the govemment's actions had popular support, but it received opposition
from Islamic scholars. Consequently, many Islamic leaders were executed. The president
started out with a wide base of support and representation of the clans, but started
to

favor certain clans over others. Furthermore, the president took advantage of clan

rivalries, turning the clans against each other. Opposition to Siyaad Bane
*.ew and he
was overthrown

in

1991 . A

civil war and clan wars followed the overthrow, and the

country (especially central and southern parts) is currently controtled by different
warlords (clan lords) in different areas.
To this day, there is no state wide goverrment in Somalia. Due to the civil war, an
estimated 1.5 million Somalis are displaced all over the world. Forty percent of the
Somali population is displaced within Somalia. Many fled to Kenya and Ethiopia to
refugee settlements before they were sent to Europe or North America. In December

of

2004, a Somali government was formed in Kenya. However, the political situation is still
too unstable for the government to refurn to somalia.
To understand the Somali culfure and the continuous conflict in Somalia, it is
important to have some basic understanding of the clan system.

All Somalis helong to a

clan or sub-clan. Clans are hierarchical descent groups and affect how Somalis interact

with each other. Clans can be

a source

of solidarity and peace, as well as conflict. Clans

make alliances for protection, access to water and land, ffid political power. The clan
system is unstable because of temporary coalitions and changlng alliances. There is a

division between the Samaale and the Sab clan group. The Samaale is the majority and
consists of four clan families (Dir, Isaaq, Hawiye, and Daarood). Samaale clans are
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nomadic and also live in Ethiopia, Kenya, and Djibouti. The Sab has two clan families,

(Digil and Raxanweyn) located in southern Somalia.
When Somalis meet, they often ask: Who are you from? Rather than, where are

you from? This shows the importance of family and clan identity. Traditionally, marriage
was seen as a way to ensure and build alliances.

As a result of the previous socialist regime, women have more opporttrnities for

in Somalia than in other Muslim countries. Somalis value education and when
they have the opportunity, they travel abroad for this purpose.

\
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Somalis in Minnesota: challenges and adapting issues

S0lrr\

As mentioned, many Somalis came to the United States due to the civil war.
Somalis come specifically to Minnesota because of low unemployment, affordable rent,
and family reunification. One of the challenges Somalis face when in Minnesota is their

lack of English skills. This can lead to further alienation and lack of integration. Somalis
tend to stay in their own neighborhoods.

If

one lives inside a Somali neighborhood,

it is

possible to manage without English. Lack of English skills makes it difficult to find
employrnent outside of the Somali community.

Another challange is to rise out of poverty. Somalis have a lot of children and
may have up to ten people in one apartment. Somalis send a significant amount of their
income to relatives in Somalia. When new relatives come to Minnesota it is often
expected that Somalis, who are already settled,

will take their relatives in and provide for

them until they find housing and employment. Somalis have a strong sense of family and
clan identity and are reluctant to say no if relatives ask for their support.

-
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A serious issue of adaptation problems for Somalis is in connection to the
tradition of gender circumcision. Circumcision is practiced on both Somali boys and
girls. For girls, circumcision usually takes place between the ages of eight and ten. The
urale circumcision is similar to that of most boys in the United States, and it is performed
on infant boys. The female circumcision is more serious and called Female Gender

Mutilation (FGM) in the West. FGM often leads to chronic bladder and kidney infections
and serious (often deadly) complications during labor. The custom of circumcision is
based on the culture, rather than religion, although

it is thought of by most Somalis as

enforced by Islam (Abdullahi 2001). There is not much literature on the problem

of

Somalis adjusting to the American legal system where female circumcision is illegal.

However, in Europe it is a known problem that immigrants from Africa (both Christians
and Muslims) and from the Muslim part of Asia are unwilling to give up the tradition

of

female circumcision. If one is employed in the education department, or in the health
sector,

it is helpful to be aware of the tradition of circumcision and the physical and

psycholo gic al implications that mi ght follow.

Religion
Islam was brought to the world through Prophet Mohammad. Islam started as a

religion that transcended tribalism. Mohammad received revelations concerning both the
spiritual and secular aspects of human life. These religious laws are in the Qu'ran, the

Muslim holy book. Mohammad created an empire and his followers were good fighters.
The Muslim movement proved to be very powerful and quickly spread through North

Africa and the Middle East. The Muslim empire has always been vsry powerful with its
own legal system where religious law was also worldly law. In the history of Islam, there
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has been no sepiration between church and state. Consequently, state leaders are also

religious authorities. In other words, Islam was a civil religion from its very beginning.

A dedicated Muslim follows the five pillars of Islam: proclaiming the oneness of
God and Mohammad as his prophet, performing five daily prayers, almsgiving to the
needy, fasting, and going on pilgrimage to Mecca. The five pillars make Islam into a

religion of rituals (or merits).

A devoted Muslim performs prayers (Salat) five times a day. One or two of these
prayer times are likely to fall within typical work hours. Muslims worship on Friday
(required for men) around midday, and this can conflict with the typical American work
week.

Religion and culture is closely connected in Somalia, it is impossible to
distinguish one from the other. Somalis who come to the United States are not used to a
secular state and a secular work setting. For most Somalis,

it is unheard of to ban one's

religious practices from the workplace.

American Culture

The American culture is based on a Protestant world view. This world view is
based on Luther's doctrine of the two kingdoms. Luther explained the world as divided

in

two kingdoms. There is one worldly kingdom that all people are a part of. This kingdom
is ruled by secular law, to maintain peace and order. The other kingdom is God's

kingdom, where only followers of Christ belong. In this kingdom the Gospel is the rule.
God actively takes part in both kingdoms. It is wrong to set secular law to rule over
God's kingdorn, or the Gospel to rule over the worldly kingdom. From this tradition, in
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part, comes the separation of church and state. Otherinfluences also played into the
American legal tradition, for example, the Enlightenment's view of neutral religion
(Deism).

Separation of church and state
When the American constitution was made, religious freedom was central. To
assure religious freedom and to avoid religious based conflicts

the old world

- Europe),

(like those that occurred in

state and church were separated.

The American secular work setting has a basis in this Protestant thinking and in
the separation between church and state. So when a secular employer experiences

religion in the workplace it is on basis of this secular mindset that decisions conceming
religion in the workplace are made.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964
Although there is a separation between church and state, the employer still has to
deal with the question about religion in the workplace.
there

will

If he/she does not accommodate,

be legal consequencss. Here is a summary of Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act

of I 964.
Religious (Muslim) practices are protected by the First Amendment to the
Constitution which protects the free exercise of religion. The Title

VII of the L964 Civil

Rights Act states that an employer may not discriminate against a person because of a

particular faith. The employer must also accommodate the employees' religious practices
unless it would cause undue hardship to the employer (Council on American-Islamic
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Relations 2003). If an employer is confronted with religion in the workplace, he/she is by
law required to accommodate.

In the next section the focus returns to our story about the Somali woman who got
hired over the phone. Certain things, like

a

person's clothing, might be viewed as secular

from an American perspective while religious from the Muslim perspective. This is why
the American employer

will likely view the Somali employee's Burka as a cultural and

not religious aspect. The employer might therefore want to enforce the dress code or ask
the employee to dress in her "ethnic dress" outside of work.
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Somali women in the Twin Cities workplace
Five in depth interviews wers conducted with five Somali women in different
workplaces- The women had different educational and social backgrounds. The names
have been changed to protect the women's identities. We

will examine each subject

individually before we summarize their answers. Then we will look at solutions to
religious conflicts in the workplace and their relation to leadership.

The interviews

Faduma
Faduma is in the 18-29 age group and works as a translator at a hospital in the

Twin Cities area. She traveled abroad a lot before she moved to the United States.
Faduma met and married her Somali husband in Miruresota. She has just recently started

covering her head with a Hijab (a headscarf). This demonstrates that cultures are always
adjusting and chan$ng. The reason she started covering up was that elder Somali women
kept asking her why she was not covered up and said that she should be covered to be a
true Muslim. Faduma has two children and she gave birth to both of her children in a
hospital in the United States. She attended high school in Somalia and she had to retake
part of it in the United States because of the loss of documents in the civil war. Faduma
speaks very good English

in addition to Arabic, Italian, Somali, and Swahili. She is

currently enrolled in college to become a nurse. Faduma's family is in the United States,
and she is not interested in moving back to Somalia. She explained that the United States

holds more opporfunities for her children than Somalia. Her husband still has relatives in
Somalia.

,
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Faduma's workplace does not have a prayer room, and she performs her daily
prayers in the office she shares with one other woman. A lot of Faduma's clients ask her

for a prayer roorn when they come to the hospital and she wishes the workplace had one.
Although there is openness regarding religion at Faduma's workplace, she is reluctant to
ask her employer for a prayer room.

Around Christian holidays, Faduma's workplace celebrates in an inclusive
manner, so the Muslim employees can participate. The workplace affanges potlucks with
ethnic sensitive food (Muslims do not eat pork or drink alcohol). This is a great way

of

including all the employees in celebrations, Faduma explained. Her workplace offers

flexibility in connection to prayer breaks and religious holidays.

She knows that her

employer has knowledge about Islam.

Wah
Llbah is in the 30-39 age group and works for a Minnesota college. Her English is

very good. She is a nutrition specialist and teaches nutrition classes to low income people
and immigrants. IJbah holds a Master's degree in Public Health. She is single and Iives
alone, but explains that she wants to marry soon. Ubah would move back to Somalia or
somewhere in Africa in the future

if

she had the opportunity. When she started wearing

the Hijab a couple of years 8Bo, it was a spiritual awakening for her. Ubah felt that she
needed to change who she was and that she therefore needed to start covering up her

body. She explains that when she wears the Hijab, she is always ready to pray to God and
she is reminded of who she is. Ubah is very aware of her religion and

spirituality and has
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verses of the Qu'ran hanging over her desk in her shared

office.

She tries to attend

Friday prayer every week.

As in the case of Faduma, Ubah started covering up after she started in her
current work position. Ubah is nervous for any future discrimination related to finding a

job. There is no prayer room in Ubah's workplace and she wishes there urere one. She
carries her prayer rug around so she can pray even on a dirty floor

if

she has to. I.Jbah's

employer is a non-Muslim, and until a year ngo, her employer had little or no knowledge
about Somali religion and culture. The employer attended a Somali conference and after

that, she started asking U-bah

if

she needed religious accorlmodations. Ubah has prayed

in the workplace since she started working there. She did not intend to hide her prayer,
but she felt that there was little openness about religion and had kept her religious
practices to herself. After the employer learned about Islam and Somali culture she
wanted to make religious accorlmodations, [Jbah explained. She thinks the relationship
between her and her employer is more open now and they can ask each other questions.
She is more relaxed at work because now people know that she is a Muslim and that she

prays at work. Although Ubah is more comfortable with the employer now, she has not
asked

for a prayer room. She explains that it would be really helpful to have one but that

she does not want to ask for

it.

Her employer is flexible in connection with break times and vacation time. This is
nice because Ubah can pray at the appropriate time and does have to worry about taking

time off for Ramadan or other Muslim holidays, she explained. Ubah thinks it is
important for other employers to be flexible as well.
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Sufia
Sufia works for a govemment organization and is in the 18-29 age group. She met
and married her husband with no intervention of either family. Sufia has two babies and
gave birth to them in the United States. Her English is very good. She started covering

her head and body a couple of years flBo, about the same time she got married. She did

not start to cover up because she was getting married, though, she explained. It was a
spiritual act. Sufia felt that people treated her differently after she started covering up.
Now people usually assume she is a newly arrived immigrant with little or poor English
skills. Before Sufia covered up, pmple viewed her as an African American, now they
view her as a stranger. When she goes shopping with a non-Muslim friend, she is rarely
asked

if

she needs help, because the store clerk assumes

it is her non-Muslim friends that

are doing all the shopping, she explained.

Sufia has a prayer room at work, but it is called a meditation room. There is a sign
on the door so when someone is using

it for prayer or meditation, he or

she furns an

arrow to: men, women, other religions, Islam, or open to all. A collaboration

of

employees and employers came up with the idea. The employees are happy about this
and wait

in line if someone of the opposite sex or another religion is in the meditation

room
The daily Muslim prayers usually take two to thee minutes. Either employees
carry their own prayer rugs or they use the big rug that is in the meditation room. The
meditation room in Sufia's workplace is also used as a storage room; it is divided with a
curtain in case someone needs to corne in and get supplies. Because the room also is a
storage room, clients or visitors in the building are not allowed to pray there. It is

difficult
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for Sufia to turn Muslim clients away, especially if they have heen at her workplace for
hours. Sufia's example of using a storage room for prayers is a good idea,

if a workplace

is short of rooms. She feels lucky since she has a prayer room at work and wants to
encourage other Muslims to ask for a prayer room rather than expecting the employer to

offer one.

Awa
Awa works as a receptionist at a community center in the Twin Cities. She is in
the 30-39 age group and spent many years in Kenya in a refugee camp before she came to
the United States. Awa decided to start covering up during her stay in the refugee camp.

Her mother did not cover up and did not like that Awa started covering up. Awa has six

children and she mentioned that she no longer has a husband. Consequently, she raises
all her children alone. Awa would move back to Somalia if peace was restored, she
explained. Irr Somalia, one has the network of family and friends, and Awa thinks her

family situation would be easier in Somalia. All the documentation for Awa's schooling
disappeared in the

civil war. As a result,

she had to retake high school and technical

training in the United States.
There is no prayer room at Awa's workplace, and Awa usually prays in the
conference room.

If there is someone in the conference room,

she has to wait. Awa has

not.discussed her religion with her employer and doubts that the employer knows that she

wants a prayer room. When we asked

if

she had requested a prayer room, she explained

that she didn't hother because she was pretty sure that there were no rooms available for
this purpose. Awa's employer usually lets her take off time in corurection to Ramadan, as
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long as she has vacation time she can use, Awa explained. It is helpful for Muslim
employees to have flexible break times and vacation times, and she encourages other

employers to be flexible.

Leyla
Leyla is in the 18-29 age group and works at a large department store. Leyla is
single and lives with her father and sister. She started to cover her head before she left
Somalia. Leyla has received her high school degree in the United States and is currently
enrolled in a community college. Her English is not so good and she explained that she is
going to drop her college classes. Leyla is the only one of the subjects who is not
connected to the Somali community and describes the American culture as a culture

of

loneliness.

Leyla is looking for a new job and explains that her workplace does not give
much religious accornmodation. There is no prayer room at her workplace, and since she
is a cashier, she is unable to choose her own break times to fit her prayer times. Leyla is
interested in moving back to Somalia when the situation there stabilizes. Leyla
characterizes life in the United States as more

difficult than in Somalia.

She does not

know the language well and thinks it is difficult to integrate into the American culture.
Leyla's current job offers no religious accommodation of which she knows. No one asked
her if she needed to take time off in connection to her religious holidays. She is afraid to
ask her supervisor about prayer breaks because she does not know how the supervisor

would respond. Leyla doubts that her employer knows about Islam and its religious
practices, and doesn't know where to start

if

she were to explain everything.
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Consequently, she avoids talking about her religion. Leyla's previous workplace had a
prayer room, and she is thinking about tryrrrg to get her old job back. Leyla's suggestion

to employeru is to ask employees how they are doing and if they need anything. This
would make it easier to talk about religion.

Conclusions

from the interviews

The Somali women had many tips of how to improve the relationship between the
employee and the employer. They were very similar. All wished employers had more
knowledge about the Somali culture and religion, and would initiate conversation
regarding religious practices. They are reluctant to initiate this conversation because they
are unsure of the American

norns regarding religion. To talk about one's religion and

political standpoint is usuallytaboo in the American secularwork setting. Some of the
women had experienced this and are now more reluctant than ever to instigate
conversations about religion.
They gave three main suggestions to avoid workplace conflicts: (1) explain the

job description and workplace policy orally rather than in written form, (2) provide

a

prayer room when possible, and (3) offer Somalis floating breaks and flexible vacation

time so they can perform their daily prayers and celebrate the Muslim holidays. We will
now look closer at these three preventive solutions to workplace conflicts.
Verbally communicat e worlrplace p ol icy

Punctuality is extremely important in the United States. It is not in Somalia. A
potential conflict in a workplace is that Somalis show up late to work and appointments.

Although it is difficult for the Somali people to adjust to the American view of time, it is
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not impossible. According to the interviewees, it would be most effective if the employer

verbally explained the view on time in the United States and also that an employee is
expected to be at work at a certain time,

if this is the case. The Somali women all

managed to adjust to the American time. However, they all admitted that they still were

late at times, though mostly in connection to their own social events, not work related
events.

Somalis are not used to the large amount of paper that Americans process.
Consequently,

a

job description or

a

flyer about punctuality might be overseen by Somali

ernployees. According to the interwiewees, Somalis don't tend to read what is posted on
the walls or flyers that are circulated in the workplace.

important message across, it would be most effective

if

If

an employer is trJring to get an

he or she communicated

it

verbally in addition to written form. The women suggested that the employer should
explain the rules to his or her employees. The older generation of Somali people
especially does not know the rules of a typical American workplace. A lot of trouble can
be avoided

if expectations about punctuality

are verbally communicated during

job

training, the women explained.
Provide prayer room

All

the interviewees said that

it was important to them to have a praysr room.

Although only one of the interviewees currently had one, the women were reluctant to
request one. They explained that
needed.

If

it would be easier if the employer

asked what they

asked, they all said they would have answered that they really wanted a prayer

room. Sufia was the only one who had a one in her workplace. She explained that there
had been a lot of conflicts between the Somali and the non-Somali employees hefore they
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had a prayer room. People prayed in the conference room, the break room, and in their

cubicles. The non-Muslim employees did not like this and were complaining about the
situation and said the prayer made them uneasy, Sufia explained. Other workplaces might
avoid similar conflicts if the employer were proactive and arranged for a
meditation/prayer room.

Offer

lloating breaks

and

tlexible holidays

Many workplaces practice floating breaks and flexible vacation times. This is
especially important to Somali employees. Leyla explained that her workplace did not
have thern and that she was unable to perform her prayers at work. Ubah always

performed hers at work and went to Friday worship. This was possible because her
employer knew about Ubah's religious practices and offered flexible break times. Ubah

would take a smaller lunch break on Wednesdays and Thursdays and an extended break
in connection with Friday prayers. It is not possible to offer flexible breaks in all work
environments. But when possible, it is an easy way to accommodate and satisff
employees.

How to solve these issues in relation to leadership
As a leader, it is important to have a broad knowledge of the religions and
customs people one works with practice. In Minnesota, one

will encounter Somalis in the

work setting. There are a significant number of Somali students in Minnesota schools,

if

one is a leader in the educational system, one

so

will almost certainly interact with them.

There are also many Somalis who work in and who are treated in the health sector. If one
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has Somali patients,

it is important to know about the relationships they are accustomed

to having with doctors and nurses in Somalia. To have knowledge about the patient's
expectations of doctors/nurses/medicine makes the treatment more efficient for both
parties.

Summary

It is common to view people from other cultures in an ethnocentric way (iudging
other cultures based on one's own cultural standards). This adds to the feeling

of

loneliness and alienation amoflg the newcomers. The Minnesotans, as well as the Somali
immigrants, would benefit from knowing more about each other's cultures. This would
decrease cultural conflicts.

It

shoutrd be a goal

for everyone who lives in a multicultural

community to be culturally competent, since this makes it easier to peacefully coexist.
When community members are culturally competent, inclusiveness and openness become
the norm.

If the Somali immigrants feel a $ense of belongrng in the community, they

are

more prone to succeed in adapting to the American culture and becoming contributing

community members. In the following section we will talk about cultwal competent
leadership theory.
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Being a leader in a multicultural workplace
Cultural competence leadership theory

In multicultural work settings it is helpful to be culturally competent. Cultural
competence is having self-awareness, recognition, and knowledge of other cultures'
values. To be culturally cross competent is to realize that one doesn't know everything

but strives to understand what others' expectations are. Empathy is an important part

of

being culturally competent; it is crucial to see issues from another person's perspective. In
a

typical diverse workplace there are culturally related problems (e.g. religious practices).

Worker alienation from misunderstandings of etiquette, values, and behaviors is one
problem in the workplace. Discrimination lawsuits often arise from poor communication.

Cultural competence is crucial to assure diversity and avoid lawsuits in an organization.

Empowerment theory focuses on empowering people in their personal and public
spheres. Empowerment leadership theory can,

in the work setting, involve building skills,

providing information, developing relationships, and sharing decision making. Leaders
can help employees grow and use their power to transform others into leaders.

Empowerment does not mean permission for employees to do whatever they want. To
empower an employee is to match him/her with the task he/she can manage and excel in.
Kouzes and Posner offer four principles for strengthening others: giving people important

work, autonomy, recognition, and connections with others (McCelland 1999). When the
generation of baby boomers retires in a short time, there will be a shortage of people in
the workforce. One way of solving this shortage is to empower and educate immigrants

to fill these job openings.
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The connection between cultural competence and empowerment leadership theory
is that they are both important theories to apply in the time of changes. All cultures are

dynamic and ever changing. This is especially true in the American culture in concern

with the baby boomers retirement and its influence on other parts of society (e.9. health
and education).
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Conclusions and recommendations

After reviewing the literature on this topic, it was realized that there was little
information published on the Somali religion in the workplace. The study has researched
the Somali culture and history, as well as the history of a secular tradition in the United
States. To have an understanding of Somalis

it is necessary to have knowledge about

where they are coming from. By studying five Somali women we gained knowledge
about how they experience the secular work setting.

There were no clear signs of workplace discrimination taking place in the five
workplaces. However, two of the women, because they now are covered, expressed fear

of discrimination if they look for new jobs in the future. The women felt alienated rather
than discriminated against. The women wanted religious accorrmodation in form of a
prayer room, but they were reluctant to ask their employers.
The data indicate some solutions to typical conflicts that might occur with Somali

religion in the secular workplace. The three main solutions are: communicate orally,
provide a prayer room, and be flexible with breaks and holidays.
The employers and leaders need to be educated; they need to learn about Sornali

religion and culture. Education on the leaders'behalf would end fears, misconceptions,
and stereotypes they might have. No beneficial dialogue can occur without the employer

having knowledge of the Somali culture and religion. The employer is by law (Title

VII

of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964) required to provide religious accommodation for the
employees. When a leader is culturally competent he or she becomes comfortable with
asking questions concerning religion. Consequently, the leader will be able to effectively
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cofilmunicate with Somali employees. Having knowledge about employees' cultures and
one's own culture can help make a leader become culturally competent.
The question about religion in the workplace is critical in Minnesota. Due to the

Title VII of the Civil Right Acts of 1964, the employer must give some religious
accommodation, or legal action
becomes educated; this

will follow. By studying

will help prevent conflicts

the Somali culture, the employer

and lawsuits, and

will

instead promote

diversity. Diversity is essential in a time of globalization that brings diverse clients to
most businesses. This thesis can be a guide to religiously-required practices of Muslim
employees.

It contains information that can assist employers in inventing and

implementing policies that help create culturally-sensitive workplace environments.

This thesis is an education tool for anyone who has an interest in the Somali
culture and religion. Knowing about both the Somali and American cultures helps people
understand why conflicts occur when the two cultures are confronted. Further, this sfudy

is a unique tool for leaders in Minnesota who interact with Somalis or Muslims.

To give a complete picture of Somalis in the workplace a similar research study
should be condusted on Somali men. This can be a research topic for those who wish to

continue the research on Somalis in the secular work setting.
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Appendices

Interview Questions
Main Areas:

Bio
1. In what

following age category are you: A. 18-29. B. 30-39. C.40-49. D. 50-59?

2. How long have you been in the US?
3. What is your educational history?
4 What work did you do in Somalia?
6. Are you married?

If

yes, did you get maried here or in Somalia?

7.Do you have children? If you do, tell me about your children.
8.

Did you give birth in the US or Somalia? If here, or both places, how was that

experience?
8a.

If relevant:

Is the time one takes

off in connection with grving birth different in the

two different countries? If so, how would you describe this difference?
Health Care

Do you have a family doctor you usually see? If so where did you find your doctor? If
not, what do you do if you need medical treatment? If you have a family doctor does
he/she speak Somali or English?
1

evffbeen at the Emergencyroom either for you or others? If so how is the
ER different in the US than Somalia if at all?
2" Have you

3 What do you think of American doctors?

Religion at the workplace in general
1. Do people openly show

religious observance at work? Do you sngage in prayers at

work?
2. Is there a well known and communicated policy concerning religion in the workplace
at you work? How is this corrmunicated?
3. Would you say there is openness or silence about religion at work?
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4. Does everyone know what religion co-workers practice? Do people talk about religion
there?
5. Does your workplace as a whole celebrate or put emphasis on religious holidays?
yes, which holidays?

If

6. Do you ever receive a Christmas bonus in form of something other than money? If so
what were you given and at what time of the year?

7. What do you feel aboutbeing given aholidaybonus if you're not observingthe
holiday?

L Would

you describe yourself as a minority or majority in your workplace? Explain.

8a. Are there many other Somalis working where you work?

8b. If there are other Somalis, do you speak English with one another or Somali?
8c.

If you speak Somali with

each other, how do you think the non-Somali feel?

8d. Do the non-Somalis treat you well? Explain how they treat you.
9. Do you have a cafeteria at your workplace?
10. Are there food options in the cafeteria to suit your diet?

l.

Has there ever been a work dinner with all employees? If so, were precautions made
you
so
felt comfortable eating what was served? [No pork/alcohol)
1

Clothing
1. Is there a set dress code at your work? Or at least a norrn of how to dress?

2. Is the dressing usually formal or informal? Are there restrictions of how to dress?
3. Have you dressed like this since you started working here?

If longer, how longhave

you wore a Hijab(headscarf) or Burka (body covering)
4. Did you wear modest dressing for the job interview for this job? Why or why not?
5. How do you feel that non-Muslim colleagues react to your modest way of dressing?

6. Has anyone commented on your dressing? If yes, what was said/coilrmunicated?

7.Have you had any experience with clients commenting on your clothing?
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8. When you were hired did your employer mention your modest dress code?

Muslimf If not, does he/she have any knowledge about Islam or
Somalia that you know? Does heishe know that you are from Somalia?
9. Is your employer

10. How is this knowledge/lack of knowledge visible?

Holidays
1. What

Muslim holidays to you observe?

2. Is your employer accorlmodatingwhen it comes to taking time of in connectionwith
the end of Ramadan (the month of fast) or Muhammad's birthday?
3. Do you feel that there is a negative or positive or neutral attitude towards Ramadan?

4.It you participate in the Ramadan, how do you feel working all day when fasting?
5. How is

it around the office during the main "Christian/secular" holidays? (Christmas,

Easter)
6. Do you celebrate Thanksgiving? Why or Why not?
7. Do you go to Friday service/worship?

If

yes, where do you go?

8. Have you asked for an extended lunch break in connection urith Friday prayer?
9. Did the employer suggest a solution for Friday worship?
10. Was there already an arrangement for various religious observations before you

started working here? If yes, what kind?
I 1. Is it a problem to get an extended lunch break for this purpose?

Prayer

l. Do you perform the Salat (prayer 5 times a day)

at work? Why or Why not?

2. Did you have a prayer/meditation room available?
3. Is

it satisfactory? (Clean

and undisturbed etc.) Why or why not?

4. How are breaks taken at your workplace? Do you decide yourself?
5. Are you familiar with floating breaks?
6. How long is the lunch break?
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Punctuality

l. From you experience, do people view time differently in Somali than in the US? If yes,
explain how so. Does this create a problem at work?
2. Is your boss flexible with working hours: are you somewhat free when you want to
start in the morning etc.? Explain.
3. Is the view ofpunctuality forwhen meeting starts anydifferent in Somalia? If yes do
you have any examples?
4. How is the schedule for a typical work day any different in Somalia then in the US?
5. Do you have a punch clock to register when you a:rive and leave work here in
Minneapolis? Do you find that satisffing? Why or why not?

4t
Consent

frr*

A STTJDY OF SOMALI WOMEN IN THE SECULAR WORK SETTING CONSENT
FORM
You are invited to be in a research study of Somali women in the work setting. You were
selected as a possible participant because you are a Somali woman and an active Muslim
defined bythe following definition: Praying daily and observing at least one of the
Muslim holidays. I ask that you read this forrn and ask any questions you may have
before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by: Maria R. Morland. This study is being conducted by
me as part of my master's thesis in Leadership at Augsburg College.
B

ackground Informati on

The purpose of this study is: to learn about the experience of Somali women in the
workplace relative to their religious practices. My thesis will be published at Augsburg
College and can be a resource for both employers and employees. The purpose is to
enhance the situation for employers of Somali employees providing crucial information
about being Somali in the secular work setting- The thesis can be a resource for other
Somali employees to request the religious accommodation from their employer that they
need.

Procedures

If you

agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following. Meet with me for
one in depth interview that might take up to two hours. I will ask you questions about
yourself and about how it is to work where you work.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study has two main risks: 1. I might ask you questions that you think will reveal
personal or sensitive information. I will use open ended questions so you have sorne
control as to what direction the interview is going.
2. There is a risk of being recognized by other members in the Somali community. I will
minimize this risk by letting you decide where I conduct the interviews. The research
report will be written in a general manner and not give examples that might expose your
identity. The report I give you upon completion of the study is for five women who
participated and will not be distributed to others.
The direct benefit to participation is: a $ 20.00 gift card for Target or Cub foods (decided
by your preference).
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Indirect benefit to participation is a research report of my findings.
Confidentiality:
The records of this studywill be keptprivate. In any sort of report I might publish, Iwill
not include any information that will make it possible to identify you. Research records
will be kept on my private laptop with a security log on; only I, the researcher, will have
access to the records. Every effort will be made to maintain confidentiality, but
anonymity cannot be guaranteed because the number of subjects is small.
(a) Raw data will be destroyed by December 31 ,20L2

Voluntary Nature of the Study:

Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations
with Augsburg College. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time
without affecting this relationship.
Contacts and Questions:

The researcher conducting this study is Maria R. Morland. You may ask any questions
you have now. If you have questions later, you may contact me at my Mobile Phone:

(xxx-xxx-xxxx)

My advisor's name is Dr. John Benson and you can reach him

at Phone

(XXX-XXX-

xxxx)
If you feel uncomfortable with any of my questions also feel

free to contact
Confederation of Somali Cornrnunity in Minnesota at (612) 338-5282 for feedback, you
can ask for X or X (Also: every Tuesday at 4:30-5:30 p.m. there is a Somali women
support group there). The address is 420-15th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55454.

You will be glven a copy of this form to keep for your records.
Statement of Consent:

I have read the ahove information or have had it read to me. I have received answers to
questions asked. I consent to participate in the study.

Signature
Date

Signature of investigator
Date
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The Title VII of the

Civil

Rights Act of 1964

"To enforce the constitutional right to vote, to confer jurisdiction upon the district
courts of the United States to provide injunctive relief against discrimination in public

accommodations, to authorize the attorney General to institute suits to protect
constitutional rights in public facilities and public education, to extend the Commission
on

Civil Rights, to prevent discrimination in federally assisted programs, to establish

a

Commission on Equal Employment Opportunity, and for other purposes. Be it enacted by
the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That this Act may be cited as the

"Civil Rights Act of L964."

Definitions
The term "employet'" means a person engaged in an industry affecting cofilmerce

who has fifteen or more employees for each working day in each of twenty or more
cale,ndar weeks in the current or preceding calendar yeffi, and any agent of such a person,

but such term does not include (1) the United States, a corporation wholly owned by the
Government of the United States, an Indian tribe, or anydepartment or agencyof the

District of Columbia subject by statute to procedures of the competitive service (as
deflned in section 2102 of title 5 [of the United States Code]], or j) The term "religion"
includes all aspects of religious obseruance and practice, as well as belief, unless an
employer demonstrates that he is unable to reasonably accofitmodate to an employee's or
prospective employee's religious observance or practice without undue hardship on the
conduct of the employer's business.
(Retrieved April 8, 2005, from http //www. eeoc. govipo licy/vii.html).
:
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